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Capital market integration and central bank policies

“[...] the euro area has a unique institutional set-up, built around 19 not yet fully
integrated national financial markets and 19 national fiscal policies, with limited
coordination. This presents the risk of our monetary policy stance being unevenly
transmitted across the union.”
– Christine Lagarde, speech at ECB Forum on Central Banking 2022, 28 June 2022
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This paper

Historically, central banks also concerned with capital market integration:

1. Allocative efficiency in France (Bazot, 2014)

2. Financial development in Japan (Mitchener and Ohnuki, 2009)

3. State-building in Eastern Europe (Morys, 2009)

4. Political pressures in Austria-Hungary (Jobst and Kernbauer, 2016)

Which role did the central bank play in integrating
the Austro-Hungarian capital market?
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Why Austria-Hungary?

EMU is sui generis (Eichengreen, 2008; O’Rourke and Taylor, 2013)

Austria-Hungarian Empire (1867-1918) close in several respects (Flandreau, 2003):

▶ Two national governments with autonomous budgets, independent Parliaments

▶ Small common, federal budget

▶ Common external affairs: single Monarch, army and diplomatic corps

▶ Common external tariff policy, i.e. single internal market

▶ Diverse ethnic and national composition

▶ Single currency and central bank (after 1878: Austro-Hungarian Bank, AHB)

“De facto” monetary union due to fiscal divorce, not monetary marriage
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Literature

Interest rate convergence over time (Good, 1977; Good, 1984)
▶ Branch networks appear to play a role (commercial banks and AHB)
▶ Evidence limited: focus on Austrian part, city-level data, simple correlations

Controversy about national bias in commercial banking
▶ Despite convergence, national bias against non-German groups (Good, 1977)
▶ Evidence shaky: econometric and measurement problems (Komlos, 1980)

Allegations of discrimination against central bank
▶ Regular complaints by contemporaries (Jobst and Kernbauer, 2016)
▶ Contrarian qualitative evidence from contemporary surveys (Michel, 1876)
▶ Lack of quantitative evidence
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This project (part I)

Did expansion of AHB branch network lead to more market integration?

Identification strategy:
1. AHB charter renewals every 10 years: issuing privilege in return for branches

2. Establishment of branches in waves outside AHB control

3. Post-1878: uniform rate schedule fo branches

4. Bank-level data to disentangle effect and mechanisms

Yi ,t = δBi ,t + Ψ′Xi ,t + ϕb + γt + ui ,t

→ Two possible treatment-control DiD settings:
→ across waves (early vs. later branches) and within waves (staggered opening)
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Renewal of AHB privilege and branch network
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Data for part I

AHB branches and subsidiaries in 1912
1. Micro data for Austria and Hungary

(1870-1914)

2. Bank-level interest rates, balance
sheets and P & L

3. Time-varying, regional control
variables

4. Dates (establishment, start of
business) and credit volumes for AHB
branches
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This project (part II)

Did the AHB discriminate against non-Germans in its discounting operations?

Identification strategy:
1. Branch discount committees composed of local businessmen
2. Credit-related decisions taken by simple majority
3. Assign “national” affiliation to committee members and counterparties
4. Idea: share of German national committee members (G) as running variable

Yi ,b,t = α + β1T (G > 0.5)b,t + γ1Gb,t + δ1(Tb,t × Gb,t) + ϵNGi+

β2[NGi × T (G > 0.5)b,t ] + γ2[NGi × Gb,t ] + δ2[NGi × (Tb,t × Gb,t)] + ui ,b,t

Additional perk of setting:
→ Head of branch (= Bank clerk) could dissent and directorates had decisive power
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Ethno-linguistic dividing lines in Austria-Hungary (1910)
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Outcome: credit limit assessments by AHB branches
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Credit limits and discount committee composition
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Findings and conclusions

Watch this space!
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